
 

TypingAid is an easy-to-use, yet powerful word completer. Based on advanced, computer-assisted text-recognition
algorithms, the program automatically finds the right words by scanning your text and suggests them in your text box. You
can select a different word list or enter your own. Moreover, you can edit the word lists on a local drive (e.g.
C:/Documents and Settings/User/TypingAid/wordlists) or in an online server (e.g. It is very easy to learn and works in
Windows 98, ME, 2000, XP, 2003 and Windows Vista. KeyMACRO Features: * Automatic and manual word list
selection, import and export to TXT format * Offline word lists to copy to other Windows versions or computers * Word
completion * Automatic learning of words * Automatic learning of words based on the text you are writing * Automatic
learning of words based on the title and subject you are writing * Auto-rebuild of the word lists on a regular basis *
Keyboard shortcuts to complete words * Text-to-speech while writing * Automatically learn new words * Automatic word
list export to a TXT file * Advanced settings * Word list localization * Word list editing * Undo/redo functions *
Different input languages (German, English, French, Italian, Spanish, Norwegian, Russian, Japanese and Arabic) *
Shortcuts for different languages * English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Norwegian, Russian, Japanese and Arabic *
Automatic word list import * Batch processing * Supports all capital letters * Suppresses background sound * Ability to
disable buttons and controls * Ability to move the Word List window to a different location on screen * Ability to move
the Word List window to a specified distance below the cursor * Multi-column support (e.g. can be maximized to occupy
a multiple of the screen) * Page Break support (e.g. can be maximized to occupy the screen with all columns) * Printing
(e.g. Word, Print Layout, HTML, RTF, Txt, Pdf, Png, JPEG and Jpeg) * Ability to copy or cut/paste to or from Word,
PDF, PowerPoint, HTML or other formats * Supports UTF-8 encoding * Support for TrueType, OpenType and
PostScript fonts cc6f4944dd
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-easy to use youtube to iPad converter -fast and easy to use, just drag & drop to convert youtube to iPad video -Free
YouTube Converter allows you to prepare YouTube clips (FLV or SWF) for iPad devices -very simple user interface and
operation -you can set default settings and imported profile to encoding. -you can trim any video clip you want. -you can
merge all videos from the list into one file -you can remove an item from the queue. -you can have full access to the
editing effect of any input -supported all kinds of conversion. -you can select output format from a variety of preset and
customize. -support multi-core processor. -output files can be created by audio and video settings of any format of MP3,
AAC, MP4, H.264, MPEG-4, M4V, 3GP, WMA and many other formats. -free youtube to iPad converter is designed to
meet your demands of YouTube video conversion, etc., we will focus on your needs and hopes, so that we will develop
more and more user-friendly programs. -our feedback is what you need, is what you deserve, we welcome your feedback.
-awesome online movie maker tool that allows you to import, drag & drop, customize and share your own video. -it's super
easy to use: simply upload your movie to upload.wmv and edit the settings. -it's totally customizable: you can drag & drop
your own picture to customize your video and upload it to wmv. -use this wmv online movie maker to add amazing
transitions, custom titles, and even add titles from your video or music collection to your online movie. -highlights: -easy
to use: you can add a single image or hundreds of images to your video. -amazing transition effects: you can add amazing
transitions to your video, from fade, dissolves, drop shadows, to cube effects, flip and even wiggle. -simple to use: you can
add up to 10 custom titles to your video. -free: you can create unlimited online movies. -share: you can share your video in
Facebook, YouTube, email, etc. -video conversion tool that allows you to convert video or audio to other formats. -support
various video formats, including: AVI, MOV, MKV, MP4, M4
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